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   PLAY THE ICONIC CARD GAME ON MOBILE, PC, AND MAC.
    






 
 
 
  Learn the basics, perfect your strategy, and compete against others online. Download for free and enter the Arena.
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  A strategy game unlike any other 
  	The TCG experience, now available as a CCG video game on your phone and PC
	Collect, build and master your unique deck  
	Show off your personality by unlocking avatars, card sleeves, and companions 
	One shared account. Take MTG with you when you’re AFK
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  New to Magic? No Problem
  	Complete the tutorial to learn the basics  
	Unlock 14 unique starter decks through the Color Challenge 
	Compete against other newcomers in Starter Deck Duels 
	Define your own strategy and build a deck
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  Rise The Ranks
  	Compete against others in ranked PVP games 
	Join in-game tournaments for exciting prizes 
	Earn daily rewards to build your collection 
	Join events including Drafts, Midweek Magic, and Jump In!
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  FANTASY AND MAGIC AWAIT
  	Compete against others in ranked PVP games 
	Join in-game tournaments for exciting prizes 
	Earn daily rewards to build your collection 
	Join events including Drafts, Midweek Magic, and Jump In!




 

  

 
 
 
 How does MTG Arena work?
  MTG Arena follows the same rules as the tabletop card game. Players use decks of cards that generate five colors of mana, and play cards that consume mana to call for creatures, cast defensive and offensive spells, and activate effects or unique abilities. Complete the tutorial, build your profile and start playing MTG Arena!


 
      Pick A Play Mode
    
      Customize Your Profile
    
      Choose Your Deck
     
      Pick A Play Mode
    

      Customize Your Profile
    

      Choose Your Deck
    

 

 
 
 
        
              STANDARD FORMAT
            
  Perfect for new players, this will get you familiar with a format used at events of all levels. Standard is a dynamic format where you build decks and play using cards in your collection from recently released Magic sets.


 


       
              ALCHEMY
            
  Alchemy is a new play mode featuring new-to-digital Magic cards designed specifically for digital play. Expect regular changes to the format to create a dynamic play experience in-between Standard set releases.


 


       
              HISTORIC
            
  Ranging from casual to competitive, Historic is a Magic format built to allow you to use cards that are no longer legal in Standard after rotation. This format is exclusive to MTG Arena. 


 


       
              Brawl
            
  An exciting deck-brewing challenge, Brawl is most similar to Commander. In this format, you'll build a Commander-style deck around a legendary creature or Planeswalker and play 1v1 games on MTG Arena.


 


       
              TIMELESS
            
  Timeless is MTG Arena’s largest Constructed format where every card is legal. Make a deck with the most powerful cards throughout Magic history. This format is perfect for veteran players who want to experiment with unique combinations or revisit sets from Magic's past.
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 Choose Your Avatar
It's your game! Customize your play with your favorite avatar! Start with 12 options and gain additional avatars through events and with the in-game store.  



Swap Your Card Sleeves
Set the tone with card sleeves to show off your style. Artwork ranges from Planeswalkers to creatures to exclusive event art!



ADD A COMPANION
Bring your personality to the battlefield with pets! Choose the perfect pet to strike fear in your enemies (or to just look cute). Pets are available for purchase in the MTG Arena Store.



Customize Your Emotes
Want to say something with some emote magic? Change around your settings to use character emotes from your favorite set!



 







 
   
        Choose Your Deck
      
 Pick a play style and then select your deck! In MTG Arena you'll begin with a variety of starter decks. As you play you'll gain wildcards to redeem and earn boosters to expand your collection! In this section you can easily build, upload, and edit your decks. When choosing your play format, you'll only see decks that are legal in that format.


  
 



 
 
 
  Learn the basics, perfect your strategy, and compete against others online. See the latests card sets below. 




Download for free and enter the Arena.
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  The Lord of the Rings: Tales of Middle-earth™ 
  Put Middle-earth in your collection and join familiar favorites on a whole new adventure there and back again with valor, courage, and second breakfast. With the Ring-bearer mechanic, the fate of all rests in the bonds of your Fellowship.  Join the epic journey of our time!
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  Murders at Karlov Manor
  A series of shocking murders involving some of Ravnica’s most powerful citizens has the city on the verge of chaos. In a city full of detectives, you’re the one for the job. Outwit your opponent with new detective-themed abilities including Suspect, Collect Evidence, and Case cards. Help find out who committed the murders at Karlov Manor…before you become their next victim.
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  The Lost Caverns of Ixalan
  Journey to the wondrous center of Ixalan, discovering ancient civilizations alive and well, and your favorite creature types running rampant. Players can build an army of Dinosaurs, Pirates, Vampires, Jaguarfolk, Merpeople and more while exploring new and returning mechanics as they venture deeper into the core of this plane. Nowhere is safe, but everywhere is exciting!
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  Wilds of Eldraine
  Set out into the Wilds and experience iconic fairytales with a twist! With Enchanting Tales and the new Role and Bargain mechanics you can tell your own unique story featuring classic fairy tale creatures like you've never seen them before.



 

  

 © 2023 Middle-earth Enterprises. The Lord of the Rings and Tales of Middle-earth are trademarks of Middle-earth Enterprises, LLC used under license by Wizards of the Coast LLC.
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 Festival: Ravnica Constructed All-Access
 March 12 - 19
 
              Ravnica Constructed
            
   
    MORE INFO
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 Qualifier Play-In
 March 16 - 17
 
              Alchemy
            
   
    MORE INFO
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 Historic Metagame Challenge
 March 15 - 18
 
              Traditional Historic
            
   
    MORE INFO
    



 
 


 
 
 CODES, STATS, AND NEWS
 Sign up for the latest news and stay in the loop on redeemable codes delivered straight to your inbox. Active players get their statistics at the end of every set cycle!



   








GET YOUR STATS               
 YES! Wizards may send me promotional emails and offers about Wizards' events, games, and services. By clicking “SEND” you agree to abide by our Terms and Conditions, Code of Conduct, and our Privacy Policy.


  
 
 MTG Arena News
 
      All
    

      Announcements
    

      Game Updates
    

 
 AllAnnouncementsGame Updates 

 

 
          MTG Arena Announcements – March 4, 2024
        
  Catch up with the latest info and events on MTG Arena.


 
    Read More
    



 
          MTG Arena Announcements – February 26, 2024
        
  Catch up with the latest info and events on MTG Arena.


 
    Read More
    



 
          A First Look at Bloomburrow
        
  Join the animalfolk of Valley on August 2 as they band together to set right the imbalance that threatens Bloomburrow!


 
    Read More
    



  
        Load More
      


 
 
 New to MTG Arena?
 Learn the basics and start unlocking powerful cards and decks right away.


 
    Play Free
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        Join Our Community
      
  Twitter
 
        The Latest News  #MTGARENA
      

  Facebook
 
        Join Our Community
      

  YouTube
 
        Watch Our Latest Content
      

  Twitch
 
        Live Video Coverage On TWITCH.TV/MAGIC
      

  Discord
 
        Talk With The Community
      

  Instagram
 
        Follow Us
      

  Tiktok
 
        Content For You
      

  Threads
 
        Get In The Conversation
      

 

  
 
 Magic: The Gathering Footer
 Find a store
  
      Find a store
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